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The potential for using indoor plants to provide additional cooling is considered by making 
an analysis of the likely evaporation from the plants. In addition the evidence for plants 
controlling VOC levels is briefly reviewed. It is concluded that the evidence for the removal 
of VOC is mixed, but that if ventilation rates are reasonable, such that concentrations are low, 
logic implies their impact must be small; if ventilation rates were very low, they might be of 
positive benefit. On the question of cooling it is found that plants could be used to provide 
cooling via evaporation, but that the effect is likely to be small. A simple method for 
including them within an IES model is suggested if the number of plants is likely to be 
considerable. 
 
 
Introduction 
Plants potentially alter the indoor environment via two mechanisms: (i) evaporation, (ii) the 
exchange of gasses with the environment. In the following these are considered separately. 
 
Gaseous exchange. 
It has been suggested that indoor plants together with the soil in which they are grown can 
reduce components of indoor air pollution, particularly volatile organic compounds (VOC) 
such as benzene, toluene, and xylene. It is obvious that plants can also remove CO2, as this is 
where they derive their mass [1]. NASA investigated the effect in one study for use in 
spacecrafts [2]. Others have suggested that plants also appear to reduce airborne microbes, 
molds, and increase humidity [3]. Unfortunately the presence of plants indoors has also been 
associated with higher humidity and airborne fungal concentrations. 
 
We can estimate the rate that the plant removes CO2 as follows. The fundamental equation of 
plant growth is [8]: 
 

CO2+2H2O+light ⇛ CH2O + H2O+O2 
 
Where CH2O is just the simplest form of carbohydrate; other common varieties include 
glucose (C6H12O6) and sucrose (C12H22O11). All are connected through the formula, 
Cx(H2O)y. From this equation we see that the mass of CO2 removed from the air is 
proportional to the mass of carbon in the plant with one atom of carbon being removed for 
each atom of carbon added to the plant. Assuming the simplest carbohydrate, the ratio of 
carbon to non-carbon by mass is 12 to 2×(2+16) = 12:36 if all water was retained and 12:16 if 
all water is lost. The literature suggests a plant is typically 50% carbon at most [10].  
 
Growth rates of more than 0.1-1kg per annum are very unlikely in a houseplant. This is there 
equivalent to 0.37-3.7 kg of CO2 per year or 0.04-0.4 grams per hour net. One person’s 



metabolic output is likely to be around 10 kg per annum [9], or 1.1 grams per person per 
hour. So in theory a planting might have a measurable effect on CO2 levels if these where not 
controlled by other means. 
 
Akira Tani and C. Nicholas Hewitt considered uptake rates of ketones and aldehydes by the 
peace lily (Spathiphyllum clevelandii) and golden pothos (Epipremnum aureum.) “Longer-
term fumigation results revealed that the total uptake amounts were 30−100 times as much as 
the amounts dissolved in the leaf, suggesting that volatile organic carbons are metabolized in 
the leaf and/or translocated through the petiole” [4]. It is worth noting the researchers sealed 
the plants in Teflon bags. “No VOC loss was detected from the bag when the plants were 
absent. However, when the plants were in the bag, the levels of aldehydes and ketones both 
decreased slowly but continuously, indicating removal by the plants” [5]. 
 
This indicates that indoor plants may be effective at removing some VOCs from air, however 
many studies neglect to consider ventilation, reductions when faced with continuous emission 
rather than burst, and other real world factors. A review of studies between 1989 and 2006 on 
the performance of houseplants as air cleaners, concluded “...indoor plants have little, if any, 
benefit for removing indoor air of VOC in residential and commercial buildings.” [6]  
 
It has also been noted that since high humidity is associated with increased mold growth, 
allergic responses, and respiratory responses, the presence of additional moisture from 
houseplants may not be desirable in all indoor settings [7].  
 
Cooling 
Although plants use water to build mass, most of this uptake is lost via the leaves. In addition 
water will be lost from any soil in which the plant grows. The amount of water loss will 
almost exactly equal the amount of water used to water the plant. This will depend on the size 
of the plant, the temperature and the humidity. It is unlikely that plants with a requirement in 
excess of 0.1-0.5kg water per day would be used. Then the maximum cooling a plant could 
give is: 
 
0.5 × latent heat of water = 0.5 × 2270 kJ per day = 13 watts. 
 
Although the ventilation will hopefully keep humidity under control even in summer when 
opening windows will be used, it is likely that the use of a large number of plants would 
increase the humidity in the building. In most equations, which discuss thermal comfort, 
increasing humidity reduces thermal comfort and the ability of occupants to lose heat. 
Therefore caution is suggested in using plants to improve the thermal conditions. 
 
Conclusion 
It has been interesting to find that the impact of plants in terms of VOC removal, CO2 uptake 
and cooling is larger than some might assume. However the numbers indicate that the impact 
within the residence is likely to be small, as air quality and metabolic carbon dioxide levels 
will probably be close to external conditions because the high quality of ventilation provided 
by the design (which uses mechanical ventilation in winter). It is suggested that a maximum 
of 2.6 to 13W per plant of free cooling might be included in the model, but it is suspected that 
this will have little impact on maximum indoor temperatures and if implemented within the 
building any cooling might be offset by reductions in thermal comfort due to higher humidity 
during summer if occupants did not open the windows enough. 
 



One way of introducing the impact of the cooling of such plants but including the higher 
humidity would be to decrease the sensible heat gain from the sum of all occupants by 2.6 to 
13W per plant, but increase the latent heat gain from the sum of all occupants by the same 
amount. 
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